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DEA WASHDC FOR OF, OFL, DO, AO, AX, OC, OIOA CUSTOMS FOR IOC/MEEHAN

E.O. 12356: DECL:OADR
TAGS: SNAR, CO
SUBJECT: GOC TO BEGIN WITTING NARCS ON ALL FRONTS

REFS: A) BOGOTA 7708
-- B) BUSBY/MCNAMARA TELCON 7/28
-- C) BUSBY/HALTERS TELCON JULY 28
-- D) BOGOTA 11482

1. SECRET - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. SUMMARY. IN MEETINGS WITH THE AMBASSADOR AND EMBASSY PERSONNEL JULY 24 AND AUGUST 4, DEFENSE MINISTER RAFAEL PARDO LAID OUT DETAILED PLAN ON HOW THE GOC WILL INCREASE (AND IN SOME CASES, ALREADY IS SECRET)

PAGE 03 BOGOTA 11596 01 OF 06 111439Z INCREASING) PRESSURE ON NARCOTICS TRAFFICKING THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. THE LINCHPIN OF THE STRATEGY

PARDO GLUES THE ORDERS

3. ON JULY 24 COLOMBIAN DEFENSE MINISTER R/FAEL PARDO AND SENIOR COLOMBIAN MILITARY/NATIONAL POLICE LEADERS MET WITH AMEMBASSY PERSONNEL TO DISCUSS WAYS TO APPLY

n/a SECRET
PRESSURE ON ALL THE NARCO TRAFFICKING FRONTS. PARDO DIRECTLY ORDERED ACTING ARMED FORCES COMMANDER GENERAL MANUEL ALBERTO MURILLO GONZALEZ TO DEVELOP A PLAN THAT FULLY INVOLVED THE ARMY, NAVY AND AIR FORCE. PARDO EMPHASIZED TO MURILLO AND OTHERS THAT EVEN THOUGH THE SECRET

OPERATIONAL CONCEPT FOR SIMULTANEOUSLY PRESENTED BY THE COLOMBIAN MILITARY TO THE MINISTER, THE AMBASSADOR AND SELECTED MEMBERS OF THE CO/TRY TEAM ON MONDAY 27 JULY.

OPERATION AGUILA: PHASE ONE

/4.

PHASE ONE OF OPERATION AGUILA, WHICH BEGAN JULY 31, ENVISONS AIR PATROLS DENYING AIRBORNE ENTRY INTO COLOMBIA AND WORKING IN COORDINATION WITH RAPID

SECRET

P 101732Z AUG 92
FM AMEMBASSY BOGOTA
TO USCINCSCO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM PRIORITY
SECCSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 0017
INFO DIRODCP WASHDC
USCINCSCO MACDILL AFB FL
NSC WASHDC//CNOD//
WHITEHOUSE WASHDC//SITUATION ROOM//
SECDP WASHDC
AMEMBASSY QUITO
AMEMBASSY LIMA
AMEMBASSY BRASILIA
AMEMBASSY CARACAS
SECDP WASHDC//USDP/DSAA//
SECRET
n/a
Case Number: 200201324

DEA WASHDC//OIO LINEAR//
CIA WASHDC//CNC LINEAR//
HGS/CUSTOMS WASHDC
INFO USCINCSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM//SCJ3/SCJ4//
12AF BERGSTROM AFB TX//CC/DO//
DIA WASHDC//CN//
DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE//G2//DCN LINEAR//
SECRET
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USCINCLANT NORFOLK VA
COGARD INTELCOORDCEN W WASHDC
AFMC AFSAT WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//CC//
CDRUSASC ALEXANDRIA VA

SECRET SECTION 02 OF 06 BOGOTA 11596

CORRECTED COPY (TORD 6 SECTION VICE 7)

AMEMBASSY FOR MILGP
NSC FOR AMBASSADORS PRICE AND MCNAMARA
STATE FOR INN/LEVITSKY. ARA/ARONSON, ARA/AND
ONDCP FOR GOVERNOR MARTINEZ
DEA WASHDC FOR OF, OFL, DO, AO, AX, OC, OIOA
CUSTOMS FOR IOC/MEEHAN

E.O. 12356: DECL:OADR
TAGS: SNAR, CO
SUBJECT: GOC TO BEGIN WITTING NARCS ON ALL FRONTS

REACTION GROUND FORCES TO CAPTURE VIOLATORS OF AIR
SOVEREIGNTY THAT HAVE BEEN FORCED TO THE GROUND.

ALSO IN THE LAST FEW DAYS, FAG OV-10S,
WORKING IN CONJUNCTION WITH ELEMENTS OF THE CNP, USED
BOMBS TO DESTROY SEVEN TRAFFICKER AIRSTRIPS (REF D).

5. THE GOC IS CREATING A MILITARY ZONE COMPARABLE TO
SECRET
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OUR ADIZ (AIR DEFENSE IDENTIFICATION ZONE) ACROSS
SOUTHERN COLOMBIA (DEPARTMENTS OF AMAZonas, CAQUETA,
AND PUTUMAYO), AND IN THE WEST (VALLE DEL CAUCA).

SECRET

UNCLASSIFIED
MILITARY ZONES WILL ALSO BE CREATED IN THE HEAVY TRAFFICKING AREAS OF

WHEN AN INTRUDER AIRCRAFT IS CATEGORIZED AS SUSPECT, IT WILL BE INTERCEPTED AND EITHER FORCED OR TRAJECTED TO GROUND AND SURVEILLED.

6. FAG HELICOPTERS WILL BE USED
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ACTION ARA-01

INFO LOG-00 COR-01 ACDA-16 AID-01 AMAD-01 OIGO-01 FBIE-00
INM-01 INRE-00 INR-01 IO-19 JUSE-00 L-03 ADS-00
OIC-02 CMB-01 FM-01 P-01 SP-01 TRSE-00 USIE-00
FMP-01 /052W

P 101732Z AUG 92
FM AMEMBASSY BOGOTA
TO USCINCOS QUARRY HEIGHTS PRIORITY
SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 0018
INFO DIRONDCP WASHDC
USCINCSOC MACDILL AFB FL
NSC WASHDC//CNOD//
WHITEHOUSE WASHDC//SITUATION ROOM//
SECDEF WASHDC
AMEMBASSY QUITO
AMEMBASSY LIMA
AMEMBASSY BRASILIA
AMEMBASSY CARACAS
SECDEF WASHDC//USDP/DSAA//
DRA WASHDC//OIO LINEAR//
CIA WASHDC//CNC LINEAR//
HQS/CUSTOMS WASHDC
INFO USCINCSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM//SCJ3/SCJ4//
12AF BERGSTROM AFB TX//CC/DO//
DIA WASHDC//CN//
DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE//G2//DCN LINEAR//
SECRET
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USCINCLANT NORFOLK VA
COGARD INTELCOORD CEN W WASHDC
A//AFMC AFSAT WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//CC//
CDRUSASAC ALEXANDRIA VA
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CORRECTED COPY (TORD 6 SECTIONS VICE 7)

AMEMBASSY FOR MILGP
NSC FOR AMBASSADORS PRICE AND MCNAMARA
STATE FOR INN/LEVITSKY. ARA/ARONSON, ARA//AND
ONDCP FOR GOVERNOR MARTINEZ
DEA WASHDC FOR OF, OFL, DO, AO, AX, OC, OIOA
CUSTOMS FOR IOC/MEEHAN
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UNCLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356: DECL: OADR
TAGS: SNAR, CO
SUBJECT: GOC TO BEGIN WITTING NARCS ON ALL FRONTS

9. THE FAC IS NOW SUPPORTING ARMY AND POLICE OPERATIONS AND DEVELOPING
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USCINCLANT NORFOLK VA
COGARD INTELCOORD CEN W WASHDC
AFMC AFSAT WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//CC//
CDRUSASAC ALEXANDRIA VA

SECRET SECTION 04 OF 06 BOGOTA 11596

CORRECTED COPY (TORD 6 SECTIONS VICE 7)

AMEMBASSY FOR MILGP
NSC FOR AMBASSADORS PRICE AND MCNAMARA
STATE FOR INN/LEVITSKY. ARA/ARONSON, ARA/AND
ONDCP FOR GOVERNOR MARTINEZ
DEA WASHDC FOR OF, OFL, DO, AO, AX, OC, O10A
CUSTOMS FOR IOC/MEEHAN

E.O. 12356: DECL:OADR
TAGS: SNAR, CO
SUBJECT: GOC TO BEGIN WITTING NARCS ON ALL FRONTS

13. ALL RIVERINE FORCES (24 22FT PIRANHA AT FIVE
SEPARATE SITES) WILL INTENSIFY EFFORTS TO STOP THE
FLOW OF PRECURSOR CHEMICALS
UNCLASSIFIED

SECRET

n/a

Case Number: 200201324

OIC-02 OMB-01 PM-01 P-01 SP-01 TRSE-00 USIE-00

FMP-01 /052W

-----------------------5467FA 111448Z /38

P 101732Z AUG 92
FM AMEMBASSY BOGOTA
TO USCINCUSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM PRIORITY
SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 0020
INFO DIRDONDCP WASHDC
USCINCUSOC MACDILL AFB FL
NSC WASHDC//CNOD//
WHITEHOUSE WASHDC//SITUATION ROOM//
SECDEF WASHDC
AMEMBASSY QUITO
AMEMBASSY LIMA
AMEMBASSY BRASILIA
AMEMBASSY CARACAS
SECDEF WASHDC//USDP//DSAA//
DEA WASHDC//OIO LINEAR//
CIA WASHDC//CNC LINEAR//
HQS/CUSTOMS WASHDC
INFO USCINCUSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM//SCJ3//SCJ4//
12AF BERGSTROM AFB TX//CC/DO//
DIA WASHDC//CN//
DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE//G2//DCN LINEAR//
SECRET
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USCINCLANT NORFOLK VA
COGARD INTELCOORDCEN W WASHDC
APMC AFSAT WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//CC//
CDRUSASAC ALEXANDRIA VA
SECRET SECTION 05 OF 06 BOGOTA 11596

CORRECTED COPY (TOORD 6 SECTIONS VICE 7)

AMEMBASSY FOR MILGP
NSC FOR AMBASSADORS PR/CE AND McNAMARA
STATE FOR INN/LEVITSKY, ARA/ARONSON, ARA/AND
ONDCP FOR GOVERNOR MARTINEZ
DEA WASHDC FOR OF, OFL, DO, AO, AX, OC, OIOA
CUSTOMS FOR IOC/MEEHAN

E.O. 12356: DECL:OADR
TAGS: SNAR, CO
SUBJECT: GOC TO BEGIN WITTING NARCS ON ALL FRONTS
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P 101732Z AUG 92
FM AMEMBASSY BOGOTA
TO USCINCSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM PRIORITY
SECRET WASHDC PRIORITY 0021
INFO DIRONDGP WASHDC
USCINCSOC MACDILL AFB FL
NSC WASHDC//CNOD//
WHITEHOUSE WASHDC//SITUATION ROOM//
SECDEF WASHDC
AMEMBASSY QUITO
AMEMBASSY LIMA
AMEMBASSY BRASILIA
AMEMBASSY CARACAS
SECDEF WASHDC//USDP/DSAA//
DEA WASHDC//OIO LINEAR//
CIA WASHDC//CNC LINEAR//
HQS/CUSTOMS WASHDC
INFO USCINCSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM//SCJ3/SCJ4//
12AF BERGSTROM AFB TX//CC/DO//
SECRET
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DIA WASHDC//CN//
DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE//G2//DCN LINEAR//
USCINCLANT NORFOLK VA
COGARD INTELCOORD/CEN W WASHDC
AFMC AFSAT WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//CC//
CDRUSAC ALEXANDRIA VA

SECRET SECTION 06 OF 06 BOGOTA 11596

CORRECTED COPY (TORD 6 SECTIONS VICE 7)

AMEMBASSY FOR MILGP
NSC FOR AMBASSADORS PRICE AND McNAMARA
STATE FOR INN/LEVITSKY. ARA/ARONSON, ARA/AND
ONDCP FOR GOVERNOR MARTINEZ
DEA WASHDC FOR OF, OFL, DO, AO, AX, OC, OIOA
CUSTOMS FOR IOC/MEEHAN

E.O. 12356: DECL:OADR
TAGS: SNAR, CO
SUBJECT: GOC TO BEGIN WITTING NARCS ON ALL FRONTS

n/a
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17. PARDO'S ENTHUSIASM AND DETERMINATION TO GO AFTER THE NARCOS USING ALL OF THE ABOVE TACTICS FITS SQUARELY WITH OUR COUNTERNARCOTICS INTERESTS IN COLOMBIA. WE NEED TO BE AS RESPONSIVE AS POSSIBLE TO THE GOC'S REQUESTS FOR ASSISTANCE. BUSBY
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ACTION ARA-01

INFO LOG-00  ACDA-16  AID-01  AJAD-01  OIGO-01  FBIE-00  INM-01

n/a
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UNCLASSIFIED
P 1017322Z AUG 92 ZDK
FM AMEBASSY BOGOTA
TO USCINCSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM PRIORITY
SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 0022
INFO DIRONDCP WASHDC
USCINCSOC MACDILL AFB FL
NSC WASHDC//CNOD//
WHITEHOUSE WASHDC//SITUATION ROOM//
SBCDEF WASHDC
AMEMBASSY QUITO
AMEMBASSY LIMA
AMEMBASSY BRASILIA
AMEMBASSY CARACAS
SBCDEF WASHDC//USD/DSAA//
DEA WASHDC//OIO LINEAR//
CIA WASHDC//CNC LINEAR//
HQS/CUSTOMS WASHDC
INFO USCINCSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PM//SCJ3/SCJ4//
12AF BERGSTROM AFB TX//CC/DO//
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DIA WASHDC//CN//
DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE//G2//DCN LINEAR//
USCINCLANT NORFOLK VA
COGARD INTELCOORDCEN W WASHDC
APMC AFSAT WRIGHT PATTerson AFB OH//CC//
CDRUSASAC ALEXANDRIA VA

SECRET

AMEBASSY FOR MILGP

NSC FOR AMBASSADORS PR/CE AND MCNAMARA
STATE FOR INM/LEVITSKY. ARA/ARONSON, ARA/AND
ONDSCP FOR GOVERNOR MARTINEZ
DEA WASHDC FOR OF, OFL, DO, AO, AX, OC, OIOA
CUSTOMS FOR IOC/MEEHAN

E.O. 12356: DECL:OADR

SECRET
SUBJECT: GOC TO BEGIN WITTING NARCS ON ALL FRONTS
BUSBY
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